Introduction
Molecular genetic research has been quite successful in identifying genes that cause family cancer syndromes. Rare, highly penetrant mutations in genes such as p53, Rb and BRCA1/2 may result in high individual risks, but their contribution to the population burden of cancer is small (1) . This fact, together with the continuing difficulty of identifying low-penetrance genes in a robust, replicable manner, has raised concern about the value of genomic research in cancer prevention (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Most cancers are thought to be multifactorial, i.e. they are probably related to the interactions of multiple genetic and environmental risk factors (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . A relatively new field of cancer research has focused on the identification of common genetic alterations that by themselves may not substantially impact risk, but that in concert with environmental exposures may lead to tumor development. Primary candidates have been genes that seem to be mechanistically linked to environmental exposure and cancer (13) (14) (15) . Because many of the variant forms of these genes are relatively common, the dependence of prevalent environmental effects on the genotype of the individuals may have major impact on the population attributable risk of cancer (15, 16) .
The assumed biological basis for gene-environment interactions is the joint participation of genes and environment in the same causal mechanism leading to disease. In statistical terms, gene-environment interaction is present when the effect of exposure on disease risk depends on the genotype, or vice versa (17, 18) . From a practical point of view and despite the complexity of gene-environment interactions, weak environmental effects may emerge more clearly when research is focused on subgroups with heightened susceptibility, thus holding potential in terms of cancer prevention (19) . The present study explores the practical advantage of gene-environment over plain environmental studies in power to identify environmental factors that influence the risk of cancer, given the plausibility of gene-environment interactions with weak marginal environmental effects (relative risks of 1.1-2.0). In order to place the simulation in a realistic, multifactorial setting, we consider that cancer susceptibility may be modulated by many genes but only one is investigated.
Methods
Our first gene-environment interaction model (Model I) assumed that exposed individuals were at increased risk only if they carried an allele A (dominant gene, Table I ). Exposed carriers are referred to as Ôindividuals at increased riskÕ in this paper. Non-exposed individuals and exposed individuals who did not carry A are denominated Ôindividuals at baseline riskÕ. In Table I , which also depicts the simulated risk model under recessive inheritance, the baseline disease prevalence is denoted by f and the relative risk for individuals at increased risk by U AÂE . Let p A represent the frequency of A, the frequency of environmentally exposed individuals by p E , the disease prevalence by j and the odds ratio (ORs) for individuals at increased risk versus individuals at baseline risk by OR AÂE . The population-average OR for exposed versus unexposed individuals was OR E . In this study, we fixed p E and OR E and then examined the relationship between p A and OR AÂE . The proportion of cases attributable to the interaction of the gene A and the environmental exposure (PAF AÂE ) was also investigated; the formulas used for the calculations are presented in the Appendix.
In order to explore the statistical advantage of gene-environment studies, environmental exposures, genotypes and phenotypes were simulated according to reasonable parameter combinations (p E 5 5-50%, j 5 0.1% or 10%). For illustration, the percentage of smoking men in Sweden in the 70s was $40%, but much lower exposures frequencies are found in most occupational studies. Although the cumulative incidence of colorectal cancer in Sweden is 8%, the corresponding incidences for anal or bone cancers are around 0.1% (20, 21) . Since most association studies focus on genes for which the minor allele frequency is 5% or higher, we considered p A ! 0.05. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, independence of genotype and environmental exposure and a sample size of 1000 cases plus 1000 controls were assumed. Relatively weak environmental effects (OR E between 1.1 and 2.0) were considered, since environmental factors with strong effects would result in a high power and less interesting scenarios. For each parameter combination, 100 000 data sets were simulated and they were analyzed using two different approaches. In the first approach, the association of exposure with disease was assessed by a classical casecontrol study. The power to detect the environmental effect was estimated as the proportion of data sets that resulted in a significant association at the 5% confidence level (two-sided test). In the second approach, we used the test proposed by Breslow and Day to compare the OR E among carriers of A with the OR E for non-carriers (22) . The power to detect the dependence of the environmental effect on the individual genotype was calculated as the percentage of data sets that resulted in rejection of the null hypothesis Ôthe two ORs are homogeneousÕ at the 5% confidence level (the alternative hypothesis was two sided). Note that this test is statistically equivalent to standard unconditional logistic regression when the model includes a main environmental effect, a main genetic effect and their interaction, and the hypothesis of interest is the absence of interaction. Alternatively, the gene-environment interaction was also assessed using a case-only design.
To accommodate the multifactorial etiology of cancer, the Model I was augmented with a second, dominant gene B. The susceptibility gene B represents a gene that is not examined in the case-control study, but the effect of B can also be interpreted as the sum of all genetic effects that remain unexplored. Abbreviations: OR, odds ratio. . We assumed that the genes A and B were unlinked and in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The relative contribution of each gene to the overall gene-environment interaction was assessed by investigating the relationship between PAF AÂE and the proportion of cases attributable to the interaction of environmental exposure and gene B (PAF BÂE ). Calculations are described in the Appendix. All simulations were implemented using random numbers generated by the SAS function RANUNI and statistical analyses were carried out in SAS version 9.1.
Results
The different types of studies considered in the article are illustrated in Table III . The example assumes that exposed carriers of the allele A are at an increased risk of disease. A plain environmental study based on 1000 cases and 1000 controls (Table IIIA) would fail to detect the environmental effect (OR E 5 1.17, 95% CI 0.88-1.55, P 5 0.28). In contrast, a case-control study considering both environmental exposure and genotype (Table IIIB) would be able to identify the environmental effect among carriers of the allele A, and also the heterogeneous effect of the environmental exposure for carriers compared with non-carriers (P value for homogeneity test , 0.001). Similarly, a case-only study taking into account simultaneously environmental exposure and genotype (Table IIIC) would identify a significantly increased risk of exposure for cases who carry the allele A versus affected non-carriers (OR 5 3.52, 95% CI 2.35-5.20, P , 0.001).
Let contemplate first a plain environmental study as depicted in Table IIIA . Figure 1 shows the proportion of cases attributable to the environmental exposure as a function of OR E , p E and j. The figure illustrates the limitations in statistical power of a case-control environmental study based on 1000 cases plus 1000 controls (type I error 5%). When OR E 5 1.3, p E 5 10% and j 5 10%, the power to identify the environmental effect was 47% and the PAF E was 2.63%. If OR E 5 1.3, p E 5 20% and j 5 10%, the power to identify an environmental effect which explained as much as 5.12% of the cases was only 69%. The situation was slightly worse for rare diseases: if OR E 5 1.3, p E 5 20% and j 5 0.1%, the power was 69% and PAF E 5 5.66%. Note that the PAF E is unequivocally determined by p E , j and the populationaverage OR E . In other words, once p E and OR E have been fixed, the PAF E does not depend on the proportion of individuals at increased risk among all exposed individuals.
Model I assumes that the risk of environmental exposure is only noted in carriers of at least one copy (dominant gene) or two copies (recessive gene) of the allele A. Figure 2 , based on Model I, defines the relationship between the frequency of the allele A and the OR for individuals at an increased risk versus individuals at a baseline risk. With decreasing p A , the increase in the magnitude of the OR AÂE is accompanied by an increase in its variance, so it is not obvious what will happen to the power of the interaction test. Figure 3 shows the relationship between the frequency of allele A and the power to detect the dependence of OR E on genotype, according to inheritance mode and study design (compare with Table IIIB and C). The power increased with decreasing p A , i.e. when few carriers of risk genotypes contributed to the overall environmental effect, individual contributions were large and resulted in easily identifiable gene-environment interactions. For example, when the gene was dominant, the design was a classical case-control study, the population-average OR E was 1.3, p E 5 10%, j 5 0.1% and p A 5 0.1, the power to detect a p E =50% Power of environmental study = 0.8 Fig. 1 . Proportion of cases attributable to the exposure (PAF E ) as a function of the exposure OR (OR E ), the frequency of exposed individuals (p E ) and the disease prevalence (thin curves j 5 0.1%, thick curves j 5 10%). The figure illustrates the power limitations of a case-control environmental study based on 1000 cases plus 1000 controls (type I error 5%). The power is ,0.8 to the left of the power curve (dashed lines).
J.L.Bermejo and K.Hemminki significant OR AÂE was 85.6%. Remember that the power of a plain environmental study with OR E 5 1.3 and p E 5 10% was only 47%. Our simulation results in Figure 3 are practically identical to those provided by the QUANTO program for power determination in geneenvironment interaction studies (23) . In order to present results from gene-environment studies in parallel to environmental main effect analyses, we determined the allele frequency at which environmental and gene-environment studies show the same statistical power (see arrows). For example, when p A was under 0.24 in Figure 3A , the power of a gene-environment case-control study was higher than the power of a plain environmental study. These Ôthreshold allele frequenciesÕ should help to characterize models and effect sizes where gene-environment interactions improve the detection of environmental risk factors. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the allele frequency at which the power of the environmental study equals that of the gene-environment study (threshold p A ) and the OR E . The assumed parameters in the reference scenario were p E 5 5%, j 5 10%, casecontrol study with 1000 cases and 1000 controls, dominant inheritance and type I error 0.05. The presented results are restricted to a power of the environmental study under 90%. If the threshold p A was ,0.2 under the reference scenario, gene-environment studies showed a statistical advantage over environmental studies. The threshold p A decreased with increasing size of the overall environmental effect. The threshold p A was practically independent of exposure frequency ( Figure 4A ) and sample size ( Figure 4C ). The threshold p A slightly increased with increasing disease prevalence ( Figure 4B) . Gene-environment studies are particularly interesting when recessive genes are involved ( Figure 4D) . The threshold p A for the case-only study was higher than for the case-control study ( Figure 4E ).
The possible interaction of environmental risk factors with not only one but multiple genes motivated the analysis of the relative contribution of each gene to the overall PAF E . Figure 5 represents the relationship between PAF AÂE and PAF BÂE for OR E 5 1.3, p E 5 10% and j 5 10% (overall PAF E 5 2.63%). When the unknown gene B did not interact with the environment (Model III), PAF AÂE did not depend on PAF BÂE . If B interacted with the environment (Model II), the influence of PAF BÂE on PAF AÂE was more important when the interaction of A and B was additive, than when it was multiplicative. For example, under the simulated scenario, a PAF BÂE 5 1% reduced the PAF AÂE to 1.56% (additive interaction) compared with PAF AÂE 5 1.71% (multiplicative interaction). These results imply that, for a fixed OR E , the power to detect the interaction of the studied gene A and the environmental factor also depends on the likely existence of additional genes that interact with the environment. Figure 6 represents the power to identify the dependence of OR E on genotype when, in addition to the studied gene, other genes interact with the environment. Results are based on a multiplicative interaction between the genes A and B (Model IIA). The dotted lines indicate that the power of the gene-environmental study is lower than the power of the plain environmental study. The results showed that the threshold p A decreases when other than the investigated gene A increase the susceptibility to environmental exposure. For example, if the PAF BÂE was 1% under the assumed scenario, a power to detect the interaction of the gene A and the environment higher than 80% was only reached for allele frequencies under 0.1.
Discussion
The present study investigated the practical advantage of gene-environment over plain environmental studies in the identification of environmental risk factors. In particular, we simulated a scenario where only individuals with certain genotypes were at increased risk due to environmental exposure, and then compared the statistical power with and without consideration of genotypes (see Table III for illustration). We found that environmental exposures with weak effects, and therefore hardly identifiable, may account for a significant proportion of the population prevalence of the disease. The data indicated that gene-environment studies have a higher power than plain environmental studies when the involved variants are rare, they show recessive inheritance and the genes included in the study are the most important variants responsible for the gene-environment interaction. The benefit of gene-environment over environmental studies depended also on the study design and, to some extend, on the disease prevalence. In contrast, the role of exposure frequency and sample size seemed to be small.
Compromises were made in order to keep the study as simple as possible. Reasonable values were adopted for some parameters (exposure OR, disease prevalence, sample size .). A multiplicative interaction between genes and environment, unlinked genes and independence of genotype and environmental exposure were assumed. Alternative designs (family based, counter-matching, incomplete-data case-control) have been proposed to increase the power to detect gene-environment interactions (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . The most appropriate approach will depend on characteristics of the disease, parameters of the associated risk factors and data availability (31) . Although these designs were not explored in the present study, we note that the present conclusions hold equally under improved approaches. Inaccurate measurement of exposures may lead to underestimation of environmental effects (32, 33) , but measurement errors were not taken into account. Instead of deriving closed formulas for power calculations, we used simulation techniques, since this approach is easily generalized to more complex scenarios (e.g. a trio design with one environmental factor interacting with two genes). The feasibility of gene-environment studies should not be explored without considering Fig. 3 . Dependence of the power to detect the gene-environment interaction on the frequency of the interacting allele (p A ) under dominant (A) or recessive (B) inheritance. The assumed parameters were: OR E 5 1.3, p E 5 10%, j 5 10%, sample size 1000 cases (plus 1000 controls) and type I error 0.05. Full lines indicate that the power to detect the gene-environment interaction was higher than the power to detect the environmental effect, the opposite was represented by dotted lines. The allele frequencies at which the power of the environmental study equals that of the gene-environment study are denoted by Ôthreshold p A Õ.
Gene-environment studies first the problem of multiple comparisons for genetic and environmental factors separately. However, we refer to a recent paper with a short introduction to this issue (34) . The use of standard statistical techniques and the consideration of the multifactorial etiology of cancer are important advantages of the present study.
In addition to gene-environment studies, Mendelian randomization has been also proposed as a genetic tool to boost the identification of modifiable causes of cancer (35) (36) (37) . The background of Mendelian randomization is that, if a genetic variant reflects the biological function of an environmental risk factor, the relationship between environmental exposure and disease could be assessed through the analysis of the association of the genotype with disease risk. Both approaches, gene-environment and Mendelian randomization, try to control for confounding of the environmental effect: gene-environment studies try to identify the individual genotypes particularly affected by the environmental exposure and Mendelian randomization attempts to homogenize the exposure level based on the genotype (38) . Another parallelism of the two designs is that they are limited Power of gene-environment study higher than power of environmental study 1000 cases + 1000 controls 500 cases + 500 controls Fig. 4 . Relationship between the allele frequency at which the power of the environmental study equals that of the gene-environment study (threshold p A ) and the OR E . The assumed parameters in the reference scenario were exposure frequency p E 5 5%, disease prevalence j 5 10%, case-control study with 1000 cases and 1000 controls, dominant inheritance and type I error 0.05. The series shows the dependence of the threshold p A on exposure frequency (A), disease prevalence (B), sample size (C), inheritance mode (D) and study design (E). Results are only presented for a power of the environmental study under 90%.
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by the present knowledge of biologic pathways and gene function. In gene-environment studies, this limitation could be circumvented by a genome-wide approach or, alternatively, by stratifying environmental risks on family history (25) . Data concerning the interaction of environmental exposures and family history of cancer are emerging, e.g. family history seems to modify the association between obesity in early adolescence and subsequent risk of breast cancer (39) . Gene-environment studies may search for new causes of disease (when the effects of the tested genes, environmental exposures or both are unknown), or they may explore the mechanisms of cellular action of established environmental factors, such as smoking. Dissection of gene-environment interactions has been seen as a great chance for advancing the etiological understanding of cancer, but the true progress has been limited (34) . The justification of gene-environment studies was the predicted large population impact of the common variants (15, 16) . However, the results from the present study, taking into account the multifactorial etiology of common cancers, indicate that the advantage of gene-environment over plain environmental studies is limited to rare variants, thus substantially negating the added value of gene-environment studies. These data are opposite to the power calculations for genotyping studies, which show that relatively common variants afford the highest power (8, 11) and, accordingly, guide selection of the tested variants, in practice to those with allele frequencies over 10%. Further complications of geneenvironment studies are the low precision of categorization based on environmental exposure, compared with classification on genotypes, and the possibility of biased results due to dependence of genotype and environmental exposures (40) .
In conclusion, the statistical advantage of gene-environment over environmental studies seems to be limited to situations where few individuals show increased susceptibility to the environmental exposure. This limitation is particularly important when multiple genes interact with the environment, which is probably always the case. It has been hoped that genomic research would play an important role in the understanding of disease development, with the subsequent implications in disease prevention and public health. It would therefore be important for the field to provide a proof-of-principle which could be demonstrated in the study of interactions of known environmental risk factors and the related candidate genes.
Appendix
This appendix describes the calculation of the population-average OR E and the PAF AÂE . Only one environmental risk factor and two multiplicatively interacting dominant susceptibility genes are considered (see Table II , Model IIA), but the formulas can be easily modified to accommodate other scenarios. Unlinked genes and independence of genotype and environmental exposure are assumed. Lets represent the frequency of the allele A by p A , the frequency of the allele B by p B , the frequency of environmentally exposed individuals by p E , the baseline disease prevalence by f, the relative risk for exposed carriers of A by U AÂE and the relative risk for exposed carriers of B by U BÂE . The probability that an individual is exposed (E 5 1), has genotype ÔaabbÕ (G 5 aabb) and is affected (D and the distribution of cases according to exposure status and genotype is given by:
PðE51; G5aabb j D51Þ5 PðE51; G5aabb; D51Þ j PðE51; G5aaBb j D51Þ5 PðE51; G5aaBb; D51Þ j . Fig. 6 . Dependence of the power to detect the gene-environment interaction on the frequency of studied allele (p A ), according to PAF BÂE under Model IIA. The assumed parameters were: OR E 5 1.3, p E 5 10%, j 5 10%, sample size 1000 cases (plus 1000 controls) and type I error 0.05. Full curves indicate that the power to detect the gene-environment interaction was higher than the power to detect the environmental effect, the opposite is represented by dotted lines. Thin curves represent case-only studies, and thick curves represent case-control studies.
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